
Curriculum and Knowledge Map – Term 3 

EYFS 

Understanding the World (UW) 

To explore different ways of travelling e.g. boats/ public 

transport/ cars/ hot air balloons. To use small world sets 

to re-enact stories and personal journeys. To build ramps 

and experiment with objects moving fast and slow. To 

develop an awareness of how transport has changed over 

the years. To increase knowledge of maps and positional 

language when following instructions.  

Enrichment 

Social interaction 

Road safety 

Topical experiences 

People who help us 

Exploring the effects and marks made by different 

vehicles.  

Expressive Arts and Design (EAD) 

To learn about different rescue vehicles and people who 

help us. To explore the sounds of different vehicles. To 

make marks using different wheels and treads. To explore 

how paper and card can be manipulated to make different 

objects e.g. paper aeroplanes/ cardboard cars. To 

increase confidence and skills when drawing and writing 

within play.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transport/ 

Journeys 

Communication and Language (CL) 

To increase social communication skills with adults and 

peers within activities and role play scenarios. To continue 

developing functional communication skills to increase 

understanding and independence. To engage with transport 

rhymes and memory games. To increase verbal and physical 

responses to adults during ‘call and response’ activities.  

Physical Development (PD) 

To begin to identify risks when walking and crossing 

roads. To develop some basic safety skills e.g. stop and 

go. To increase balance skills when riding a bike/ scooter. 

To develop gross motor skills by climbing over and under 

obstacles. To develop fine motor skills by tracing and 

cutting shapes and building using construction kits.  

 

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development (PSED) 

To increase confidence when interacting during imaginative 

play. To investigate different ways of travelling through 

various scenarios e.g. travel agents/ bus depot/ ticket 

office. To begin to describe personal journeys through 

circle time activities. To build an acceptance for peers and 

adults suggesting ideas through play and increase self-

regulation skills with support.  

Literacy (L) 

To engage and respond to a variety of sensory stories 

relating to travel. To look at pictures and postcards from 

different places and explore their similarities and 

differences. To write tickets and draw maps to support our 

journeys. To explore various and unusual objects relating to 

travel e.g. hot air balloons/ magic carpets. To increase 

awareness of sounds and letters through phonics sessions.  

Mathematics (M) 

To make comparisons between big and small objects. To 

identify groups with more/ less using objects and numbers. 

To begin to handle data by making pictograms and tally 

charts. To increase awareness of positional language when 

following instructions. To explore the use of money during 

role play.  


